Dr. Polina Durneva, assistant professor in the Department of Management Information Systems, recently had two papers accepted for publication in AIS Transactions on Human-Computer Interaction, an A-ranked journal. Her forthcoming papers are titled “Virtual Presence in Immersive Metaverse-Enabling Technologies: Being There, Being with Another, and Being the Actual” and “Designing Virtual Characters in Digital Health Technologies: A Self-Presence Perspective.”

Dr. Kate Sorensen, assistant professor in the Crews School of Accounting, and Dr. Kathy Tuberville, associate professor of teaching in the Department of Management, recently coauthored a paper which was published in Issues in Accounting Education, a publication of the American Accounting Association. Their article is titled “Accounting Careers of Tomorrow: A Comprehensive and Accessible Professional Development Program.” It discusses the value of Accounting Careers of Tomorrow (ACT), a joint effort between FCBE and local accounting firm, Reynolds Bone & Greisbeck. To read the complete article, click here.

Dr. Jamin Speer, associate professor in the Department of Economics, had an article titled “Are Soft Skills Enough? Experimental Evidence on Skill Complementarity for College Graduates” accepted for publication in a forthcoming edition of ILR Review. He coauthored this piece with Dr. Adam Osman from the University of Illinois.

Dr. Greg Boller, director of the Center for Arts Integration in Business Performance and associate professor of marketing in the Department of Marketing & Supply Chain Management, recently published three poems (“Ravens’ Kiss,” “What I See,” and “With You Within”) in the Imagine Press anthology Love Is: Love Poems Vol. II. Dr. Boller also served as copy editor for the anthology. Love Is will be released this August.